Panasonic’s Facial Recognition Technology Helps Jumbo Ten Brink Food Win The Safest Store Award In The Netherlands
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Jumbo Ten Brink Food introduced the face server into their store environment in March 2017 after discovering that almost 80% of shoplifting took place via large shopping bags. Since then, Jumbo has installed 80 Panasonic cameras in-store, helping them to win the award.

Previously recognized by the National Institute of Standards Technology (NIST) as the most accurate on the market, Panasonic’s face server uses deep learning technology which maximizes the performance of the core engine to achieve accurate and reliable recognition.

The technology identifies faces that are ordinarily difficult to recognize with conventional techniques, such as those taken from an angle of up to 45 degrees to the left or right or 30 degrees up or down.
It also maintains a 90% accuracy rate when detecting faces that are partially hidden by sunglasses or face masks.

"With this improved accuracy, security protection is enhanced and the system allows matches even when images are 10 years old."

Enhanced Security Protection

If people are caught stealing, their image remains on the database. The face server provides a real-time processing capacity of up to 20 cameras per server and can execute high-speed searches of up to 30,000 registered reference faces. With this improved accuracy, security protection is enhanced and the system allows matches even when images are 10 years old.

"The moment that a known shoplifter attempts to re-enter the store, an internal alarm is triggered, and we can take the best suitable action," explains Edwin ten Brink, founder of Jumbo Ten Brink Food stores. "Thanks to the Panasonic face matching server, Jumbo has been proclaimed the safest store in the Netherlands."

Karen Sangha, Panasonic’s Security Solutions Regional Marketing Manager says, “We are pleased to see that our customers are winning awards as a result of implementing our technology. We firmly believe that our face server is industry-leading and Jumbo Ten Brink Food’s success is testament to that."
Season-ticket holders at Belgian football club RWD Molenbeek will soon find it easier to enter the stands at their stadium, thanks to facial recognition technology installed by Zetes.

TCA, the provider of security services for North Lanarkshire Council, has seen savings of around £50,000 a year, after installing Panasonic's CCTV cameras with ClearSight Coating.

Panasonic has announced its third firmware upgrade to the EVA1 camera which provides greater cost efficient and futureproofing for the handheld camera.

Panasonic Business opens the doors to its new Customer Experience Centre in Bracknell, showcasing its range of cutting edge B2B solutions.